Tumour cell-dendritic cell fusion for cancer immunotherapy: comparison of therapeutic efficiency of polyethylen-glycol versus electro-fusion protocols.
Fusion of tumour cells with dendritic cells (DC) is a powerful new technology to increase tumour vaccine immunogenicity. The aim of this study was to compare fusion protocols with syngenic DCs with respect to the efficiency of polyethylen-glycol-(PEG) and electric pulse-mediated fusions for induction of protective anti-tumour immune responses. As a model we chose a low immunogenic and metastatic murine mammary carcinoma cell line, which mimics clinically relevant tumour features. FACS-staining, chromium release assay, therapeutic immunization, adoptive transfer. We show that the parental line with low cell surface expression of MHC molecules as well as a lacZ transfectant becomes highly immunogenic upon fusion with DCs. This was true for PEG- as well as for electro-fused cells. Immunization with products of DCs and tumour cells cocultivated for 16 h without the fusing agent PEG also caused induction of profound anti-tumour immunity, while this was not the case when using parental tumour cells or their lacZ transfectants as vaccines. Immune protection against the parental tumour cells after vaccination with fused cells was long-lasting and could be transferred via immune spleen cells into immuno-incompetent nude (nu/nu) mice. Fusion products of DA3(hi) mammary carcinoma cells and DCs produced by an electric pulse were similar to those produced by PEG fusion with regard to vaccine potency in prophylactic antitumour immunization assays in vivo. Therefore, both techniques seem to be promising for clinical application.